Criteria
Category

Insufficient

Sufficient

Good

Very good

You present little knowledge with
low relevance and not in a clear
way. You applied very few concepts
correctly.

You present some of the knowledge
you acquired, but not as clearly as
possible, and you applied at least
some concepts correctly.

You selected information that was
hardly relevant and from sources
that were not clear. You failed to
apply much of it to the subject or
theme

I You selected information that
showed sometimes little relevance
from sources that were not all too
clear, and you applied some of it to
the theme /subject.

Research & work on
assignments

You used just too few resources on
the internet or elsewhere; the
information you gave was hardly
relevant to the assignments or
questions in this WebQuest.

You used some resources on the
internet or elsewhere; the information
you gave showed some variety and
had some relevance to the
assignments or questions in this
WebQuest.

You used a good number of internet
and other resources; the information
you gave was adequate, showed good
variety and your answers were
relevant for the assignments and
questions.

You used all internet-based and other
resources you needed to provide highly
accurate and complete information,
showing a good variety in perspectives
adding up to most relevant answers to
all assignments and questions.

Commitment &
contributions

You showed little interest and
commitment to accomplish the
tasks given, there is doubt that you
really understood the assignments
and that you were trying hard to
find more and insightful
information.

You showed interest in the subject and
commitment to accomplish the tasks
given. You understood the
assignments and you tried to find
additional and insightful information.
It is really a good start, but you can
improve.

You showed good interest in the
subject and a clear commitment to
accomplish all the tasks given. You
worked well on the assignments and
were able to find essential
information. Improvement is hard, but
possible!

You showed strong interest in the
subject and were driven by motivation
to accomplish the tasks in the best
possible way. You work came close to
perfection and you presented
information as clear as possible. Further
improvement is hard to imagine!

You showed little responsibility and
hardly any autonomy; you had
trouble working with other group
members and to respect points of
view of others. Your interaction with
others was not fruitful or
productive.

You showed responsibility and some
degree of autonomy; you cooperated
well with the group members and
respected the points of view of others.
You interacted quite well with others,
but the results could have been better.

You clearly showed responsibility and
autonomy; you cooperated very well
with the group members and showed
clear respect for the points of view of
others. You interacted very well with
others and the results were as
expected.

Besides being autonomous, you also
encouraged cooperation between group
members and explained your points of
view to enlighten others. You interacted
smoothly with all others and results
were beyond expectations.

Knowledge

Teamwork

Also you did not respect deadlines
as agreed in the group.

Communication

Your communication is not effective,
your statements and requests to
others are not understood and you
don’t care much.
Your way of expression is not well
suited to the context, both in oral
and written form.

You tried with some success to respect
the deadlines as agreed in the group.
Your communication is effective to
some extent. However, your requests
to others are often not well
understood and you could have tried
by rephrasing your statements.
Sometimes your way of expression is
not well suited to the context and
therefore somehow unpleasant.

You present most of the knowledge
you acquired quite clearly, and you
applied many concepts correctly.
You selected relevant information
from some reliable sources and
adapted most of it to the theme
/subject.

You present all knowledge you acquired
most clearly, and you applied all
concepts systematically and correctly.
You selected the most relevant
information from various highly reliable
sources and adapted all of it to the
theme /subject.

You respected deadlines of the group.

You took to initiative to set the
necessary deadlines for all groupwork.

Your communication is quite effective.
Your requests are well understood,
and you use the answers of team
members effectively.

Your communication is highly effective.
Your remarks and requests are always
well understood and therefor the
answers by team members fit perfectly
in the context.

Your way of expression fits well in the
context and is perceived by your team
members as pleasant and correct.

Your way of expression is completely
fine: team members see you as pleasant
and correct. You are an asset to your
team!

